Turner 33” Double Bowl
Fireclay Kitchen Sink
Model #SK405-33FC
33” x 18” x 8.5”

Features
+ The Turner is handcrafted to deliver
the INSPIRE Collection to your kitchen
in a slightly shallower farmhouse sink.
+ The Turner features two large, equally
sized bowls and even surfaces that are
ideal for stacking dishes.
+ The Turner’s 8.5” bowl is slightly
shallower than standard farmhouse
basins, making it easier to reach the
bottom of the sink as well as a simpler
installation process.
+ The exposed apron front showcases the
Crisp White color of the sink and creates
a stunning focal piece for the heart of
the home.
+ This sink is handcrafted with SureFire®
material, our signature fireclay that is
selected for its durability and strength.
+ Sinkology products come with our
signature lifetime warranty—the
Sinkology Everyday Promise.
Guaranteed not to chip, crack, stain
or rust with proper indoor use

#SK404-33FC

Product Pairing Suggestions
Kitchen Sink Basket Strainer Drain
Antique Copper #TB35-01, Stainless #TB35-03
Kitchen Sink Disposal Flange
Antique Copper #TD35-01, Stainless #TD35-03
Fireclay Care IQTM Kit
#SARMOR-401

+ Professional installation recommended;
36”cabinets recommended

About Sinkology
At Sinkology, we are on a mission to make unique, high-quality kitchen, bath and home décor
products that inspire real people to find beauty in their homes and lives.
We believe that every project and every budget is worthy of beautiful products designed to last a
lifetime—and that with the right information, every house can become the home of your dreams.
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Turner 33” Double Bowl
Fireclay Kitchen Sink
Technical Specifications
+ Outer - 33” x 18” x 8.5”
+ Inner - 30.4” x 16.3” x 7.6”
+ Weight - 90 lbs
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+ Drain - 3.5” diameter
+ Cabinet Size - 36” minimum
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Lifetime Warranty
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All Sinkology products come with our lifetime
warranty—the Sinkology Everyday Promise.
You won’t need it, but it’s there.
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